Typically, parameter estimation for a hidden Markov model (HMM) is performed using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm with the maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion. The EM algorithm is an iterative scheme which is well-de ned and numerically stable, but convergence may require a large number of iterations. For speech recognition systems utilizing large amounts of training material, this results in long training times. This paper presents an incremental estimation approach to speed-up the training of HMMs without any loss of recognition performance. The algorithm selects a subset of data from the training set, updates the model parameters based on the subset, and then iterates the process until convergence of the parameters. The advantage of this approach is a substantial increase in the number of iterations of the EM algorithm per training token which leads to faster training. In order to achieve reliable estimation from a small fraction of the complete data set at each iteration, two training criteria are studied; ML and maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. Experimental results show that the training of the incremental algorithms is substantially faster than the conventional (batch) method and su ers no loss of recognition performance. Furthermore, the incremental MAP based training algorithm improves performance over the batch version. 
Introduction
The hidden Markov model (HMM) is a standard tool used in speech recognition processing. The HMM represents a statistical model of a speech signal (given a certain data set) and its utility stems from the fact that the parameters can be easily learned from training data. In most HMM systems, training is performed using the maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion with the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm 1]. The EM algorithm for HMMs is simple, well-de ned, and numerically stable, but often convergence can be slow. Because speech signals can di er substantially for various acoustic environments (e.g., talkers, tasks, channels, etc.), it is a fundamental requirement that the training process estimates the HMM parameters in the most appropriate way. Robustness to environment is typically achieved through increasing the size of the training data set so that most variation is observed. This further slows the process of training HMM systems. This paper presents an incremental estimation approach to speed-up the training of HMMs without any loss of recognition performance.
Background
Given a training data set, the EM algorithm iteratively estimates the HMM parameters in two stages; an expectation step (E-step) followed by a maximization step (M-step). Instead of performing the maximization directly, the sample data is augmented with latent information (e.g., the hidden state sequence) so that the maximization process becomes more tractable. There have been a number of proposed methods for reducing the amount of computation required for this process. One of the most common approaches uses Viterbi training 2] instead of the full forward-backward approach. This approach, however, may cause some degradation in recognition performance.
The use of incremental training (i.e., using only subsets of the training data at each iteration) is common in gradient-based learning methods (e.g., back-propagation training of connectionist systems 3, 4]). Recently, Neal and Hinton have discussed a theoretical justi cation for implementing an incremental E-step for ML estimation 5]. Restating their rationale: \if the statistics for the E-step are incrementally collected and the parameters are frequently estimated, it should speed the convergence because the information from the new data contributes to the parameter estimation more quickly than the standard algorithm." They reported a substantial speed-up in convergence for a mixture estimation problem using such an incremental EM algorithm. In the work presented here, it was hoped that speed improvements could be obtained by applying a similar technique to HMM training.
It should be noted that there has been other research into the use of incremental algorithms for HMMs. Namely, Krishnamurthy et al. 6 ] investigated an HMM-based sequential signal processing scheme where the stochastic approximation method was used to maximize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) information measure 7] . Their simulation study suggested signi cant improvements in convergence. Also, Baldi, Chauvin and others have worked on on-line training of HMMs for applications in computational molecular biology 8, 9] . Fast convergence of an incremental generalized EM algorithm was also noted by Jordan and Jacobs in their work on hierarchical mixtures of experts 10]. On a related note, Huo and Lee have developed similar approaches to those developed here, but have focused primarily on the problem of on-line adaptation 11].
General Approach
This paper presents several related approaches to HMM training based on incremental variants of the EM algorithm. The general approach of these algorithms is to select a subset of data from the training set, update the model parameters based on the subset, and then iterate the process until convergence of the parameters. The approaches are considered incremental because, at each iteration, the HMM parameters are adjusted before all the training data has been processed. This training strategy contrasts sharply to the standard batch training method where the model is updated only after all the data in the training set are processed.
In the case of parameter estimation for a complex model from limited training data, it can be very easy to over t the model to the training data. The dilemma faced by the incremental algorithms is to achieve reliable parameter estimation from a small fraction of the entire data set at each iteration. This leads to a number of di erent approaches based on ML and maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. Section 2 presents an incremental ML algorithm which stores the observed information for both the current and the earlier iterations in separate storage blocks, e ectively taking a large amount of data into consideration. This approach not only achieves robust estimation, but guarantees stable convergence. Two incremental training algorithms based on MAP estimation are described in Section 3. The rst approach is similar to the incremental ML approach but utilizes a MAP training criterion. The second MAP approach di ers from the ML version in that robust estimation is achieved by accumulating the observed information into the prior parameters. Intuitively, the prior acts as a stabilizer for the training process. A series of experiments (see Section 4) are performed on a talker-independent, connected-alphadigit recognition task. The results show that the convergence of the incremental training algorithm is substantially faster than batch training without any degradation in recognition performance. Furthermore | and rather unexpected to be honest | the incremental MAP training improves performance over the batch version. The paper concludes with a discussion of the incremental approaches and a listing of the pros and cons.
Incremental ML Estimation
This section presents an approach to incremental ML estimation of HMM parameters. The salient features of both the standard EM algorithm and its incremental variant are summarized. Throughout this paper, an exponential-family distribution is assumed (standard practice for HMMs) and leads to an extremely simple algorithm employing the concept of su cient statistics.
Let x be a sample of observed information (or incomplete data) and assume that there exists a mapping y ?! x, where y is the latent information (or missing data). Given x, the EM algorithm maximizes the likelihood f(xj ) over in a parameter space by exploiting the relation f(xj ) = X y f(x; yj ) : (1) Suppose that the complete data joint likelihood f(x; yj ) has the regular exponential family form 12, 13], i.e., f(x; yj ) = b(x; y) a( ) expf S(x; y)g (2) where implies the transpose, is the set of parameters, and S(x; y) is the complete data su cient b(x; y) expf S(x; y)g :
Standard EM Algorithm
The standard EM algorithm is a procedure that iteratively estimates parameters using the ML f(x; yj )S(x; y) :
At each iteration, the complete data su cient statistics are computed over a xed data set and then the model parameters are estimated from the su cient statistics so that the likelihood is maximized. This approach is referred to as the batch ML algorithm in the experiments. The algorithm is considered memoryless because the su cient statistics are only collected within an iteration. The algorithm is attractive because the likelihood increases monotonically and stable convergence is guaranteed 12].
Incremental Variant
The incremental variant is applicable when the observed data x = fx t g t=1; ;T are independent.
In this approach, the data are separated into subsets and then processed incrementally in the computation. The incremental ML algorithm can be implemented as follows 5]. Let S t be the su cient statistic associated with the sample datax t : E-step: Choose some datax t to be processed.
For xed (p) ; compute S t = f(y t jx t ; (p) )S t (x t ; y t ) :
Then, compute the complete data su cient statistic 
Neal and Hinton have shown that stable convergence 2 is guaranteed for this approach 5]. Figure 1 compares the computational ows for the batch and incremental ML algorithms. Both algorithms share the same M-step, but di er in the method of computing the su cient statistics in the E-step. Given (p) , the batch ML algorithm computes su cient statistics S (p+1) on the whole data set x = fx t g t=1; ;T . The incremental method computes S t for a selected subset of the datã x t conditioned on (p) . The complete data su cient statistics are computed by maintaining the past S for = 1; ; T and 6 = t, and accumulating these values with S t for use in the M-step 3 . Note that the selection of the sample data can be very exible; for instance, the E-step can be processed on a single data item or on multiple items and/or the selection can be done sequentially or randomly.
Because only a subset of the data is processed for each iteration of the algorithm, the amount show that this does indeed hold when sample data are assumed independent. This implies that the incremental variant is a generalized EM (GEM) algorithm 12] and that the likelihood will increase monotonically to a (local) maximum.
E-step incremental method batch method E-step
S t = f(y t jx t ; on the whole data set x = fx t g t=1; ;T . On the other hand, the incremental approach computes S t for some datã x t , then accumulates S (p+1) using statistics from past iterations.
of computation required per parameter update can be signi cantly reduced. The drawback to this approach is that it may cause storage problems when the number of subsets is large. Speci cally, the storage requirement is on the order of M L, where M is the number of training subsets and L is the number of modeled parameters. This can greatly limit the application of the algorithm to systems with large numbers of parameters (e.g., phone-based, context-dependent HMMs). A possible way around this problem may be accumulation of the su cient statistics (see the related footnote of this section). One such method has been proposed where a decay factor is utilized to forget earlier contributions to the accumulation 5, 10].
Incremental ML Training Algorithm for HMM Parameters
The incremental ML variant described above leads to the following HMM training algorithm:
Initialize the HMM parameters (0) .
Divide the complete training utterances x into M disjoint subsets x = fx m g m=1; ;M . Initialize su cient statistics S m appropriately for each subset x m (e.g., set S m to zero).
Initialize the update counter p = 0.
E-step:
Choose an utterance subset x m . Given 
Incremental MAP Estimation
This section presents incremental MAP estimation approaches for training HMMs. The resulting model represents a compromise between observed evidence and prior information. In the rst approach, a typical MAP formulation is applied; a prior distribution is speci ed on the parameters and the mode of the posterior distribution determines the parameters. The main focus of this section, however, is on a recursive Bayes approach 14]. This is a variation of incremental MAP estimation and is the second approach described in this section. It is similar to incremental ML estimation in that it handles a small subset of data at each iteration and frequently estimates the model parameters. It is di erent in that it keeps track of previous data through an evolving prior. As a consequence, it does not maintain the relevant statistics on the xed data set, but has the advantage that it uses a xed amount of storage for any subset size.
MAP Estimation via the EM Algorithm
The posterior probability density function (pdf) is calculated by Bayes' rule as
where f(xj ) is the likelihood for the observed data x and f( ) g( ; ) denotes the prior pdf of the parameter . The prior parameter represents the information known a priori. For the general case, nding the mode of the posterior rst requires computing the marginal density (which can be very expensive). If the posterior pdf f( jx) has the same functional form as f( ) (i.e., f( jx) g( ; e ) where e is the posterior parameter), then the pdf f( ) belongs to the conjugate family of distributions 4 . This paper makes use of a conjugate prior because it leads to simple methods for computing the mode of the posterior pdf's.
The EM algorithm provides an iterative solution for estimating the MAP parameters 12]. The extension of the standard ML approach (4) or its incremental variant (5) Note that the E-steps in (4) and (5) are unchanged. For each iteration, the batch (or the incremental) MAP algorithm computes the complete data su cient statistics over whole data set (or subset data), then estimates the model parameters from the su cient statistics S
and the prior parameters f( ) so that the posterior probability is maximized. When the su cient statistics are strictly maintained, the posterior probability | not necessarily the likelihood | improves monotonically for both the batch and the incremental MAP approaches 5 . 4 Methods for handling the conjugate prior are well developed and can be found in most textbooks on Bayesian statistics, e.g., 15, 16, 17] . 5 The M-step expression is derived from Bayes' rule (6) and is equivalent to the formulation speci ed in 12]. The theoretical considerations of the convergence property (for the posterior probability) are the same as for the ML case.
Recursive Bayes Approach
In the previously described incremental approaches, the contribution of the complete data set was represented by storing the su cient statistics in separate memory blocks. This can cause problems with the amount of required memory. A proposed solution utilizes a variation on the recursive Bayes approach for performing sequential estimation of model parameters given incremental data 14].
Denote x p = fx 1 ; ;x p g wherex p is drawn from the whole data set x = fx 1 ; ;x T g and the sample data are independent. By the recursive Bayes formula, f( jx p+1 ) = f(x p+1 j )f( jx p ) X f(x p+1 j )f( jx p )
or simply
where indicates proportionality, f( ) is the prior pdf, and f( jx 1 ) f(x 1 j )f( 
Recall that the conjugate prior pdf, de ned by f( ) = g( ; ), results in the the posterior pdf with the same functional form f( jx) = g( ; e ) where and e are the prior and posterior parameters. In this case, the recursive Bayes approach also produces a sequence of prior parameters
; ; (p) ; which act as the memory for the previously observed information. Note that if f( ) is a non-informative prior, then (9) gives an ML estimate of .
The incremental (iterative) MAP estimation process can be combined with the recursive Bayes approach. Assuming the regular exponential family form (2) for the joint likelihood, the recursive Bayes approach estimates the model parameters in the following two-stage procedure: E-step: Choose a datax t to be processed.
For xed (p) ; compute S t = f(y t jx t ; (p) )S t (x t ; y t ) : M-step: Given f( ) = g( ; (p) ); set the new estimate of (10) By using the conjugate prior pdf, the posterior naturally becomes the prior for the next iteration. Gauvain and Lee have presented the expressions for computing the posterior distributions and MAP estimates of continuous density HMM parameters 18]. Due to space limitation, the reader is directed to 18] for the HMM formulations of (8) and (9) .
In comparison with the incremental ML method in Section 2, the di erence is evident in handling the relevant statistics. After computing S t for a selected subset, Algorithm (5) does the summation S (p+1) = X S at the E-step. Thus, the complete data su cient statistics condition is satis ed when estimating parameters at the M-step. On the other hand, Algorithm (10) directly accumulates S t into the prior at the M-step. from the posterior. This variant no longer assumes a \ xed data set" and thus does not keep the relevant statistics in a strict sense. As a consequence, the monotone convergence property no longer holds. There are, however, a number of advantages to this approach:
The training set can be modi ed during training (e.g., on-line training). The storage requirements for the algorithm are reduced because it does not require storing the su cient statistics for each subset. In addition, empirical results indicate that the algorithm does converge to a useful solution.
Recursive Bayes Training Algorithm for HMM Parameters
The recursive Bayes approach leads to the following HMM training algorithm:
Choose a prior f( ) = g( ; (0) ) on the HMM parameters. Initialize the HMM parameters by (0) = argmax f( ) . Initialize the update counter p = 0.
E-step:
Choose an utterance subset x m . Given (p) , compute S m = X xt2xm f(y t jx t ; (p) )S t (x t ; y t ) using forward/backward recursion over x m .
M-step:
Given a prior pdf f( ) = g( ; (p) ), set the new estimate 
Experiments
The experiments presented here were carried out on a talker-independent, connected-alphadigit recognition task 19]. The vocabulary consisted of the American English alphabet (A to Z ) and the digits (0 to 9). A typical utterance included about 15 vocabulary items and had a duration of ve seconds. The front-end generated LPC-based mel-cepstral coe cients and energy, computed the temporal di erences and divided the features into three codebooks. The training (testing) data set contained 3484 (595) utterances from 80 (20) talkers. No explicit language model was used when measuring the recognition performance.
Incremental ML Estimation
Experiments for the incremental ML estimation approach were performed using a discrete observation HSMM with a Poisson distribution on state duration 20]. First, the parameters of the HMM were randomly initialized 6 and the training utterances were separated into 1, 3, 10, or 30 subsets (the one subset case is equivalent to batch training). Subsets were then chosen sequentially at each iteration. Figure 3 shows the log-likelihood (on the training set) and the recognition performance (on the test set) versus the amount of data processed for the various number of subsets. Note that for the \M subsets" case, one pass is completed when the algorithm has iterated M times and processed each subset. There are a few points clearly shown in the gure.
The likelihood and the recognition performance improved faster for the incremental method than for the batch version and the e ect was more pronounced when the number of subsets was larger.
The HMMs attained about the same performance level, independent of the training method used. The incremental approach did not sacri ce any recognition performance while speeding the convergence. Table 1 summarizes the processing time on a Sparc10-51 workstation for the various subset sizes. The third column shows the time required to process 10 full passes of the training data (34,840 utterances in total). An interesting observation is that the incremental ML approach decreased this processing time by more than 20% over the batch version. This improvement is the result of more e ective pruning of unlikely state sequences at earlier stages in the training. The incremental algorithms are able to re ne and apply their model parameters well before the batch algorithm 7 . The speed improvement of the incremental ML approach is also demonstrated by the CPU time required to reach a recognition accuracy of 84% (fourth column of Table 1 ). The batch training (i.e., the single subset case) required 5 passes at a cost of 9.1 hours of CPU time. The incremental ML with 10 subsets required 1.8 passes and 2.7 CPU hours. These numbers account for savings of about a factor of 2.8 in the number of utterances that need to be processed and a factor of 3.4 in processing time. It is expected that slightly better speed improvements are attainable using greater than 30 subsets. Implementing this becomes di cult, however, because the approach needs separately maintained su cient statistics for each subset (see Section 2.2). 6 Random initialization of the parameters was performed in a straightforward fashion. The multinomial distribution terms were initialized using a uniform random number generator and the distributions were normalized to sum-to-one. The state-duration mean was randomly selected between (roughly) 20 to 100 msecs. 
Recursive Bayes Estimation
Experiments for the recursive Bayes estimation | a variation to the incremental MAP approach | focused on the estimation of tied-mixture, continuous density HMM parameters because this problem had such high computational costs. In addition, there were reasonable methods for generating the prior distributions.
Prior Parameter Generation
The initial tied-mixture parameters were derived from the discrete observation HSMM which used a Poisson distribution to model state duration. This model was then converted to a tied-mixture model by simply replacing each discrete symbol with suitable parameters for a multivariate normal distribution. Normal means and full covariances were estimated from the training data. Given the above approach, a reasonable method to initialize the prior was to set the prior parameters such that the mode of the distribution corresponded to the initial HMM parameters. The employed prior distributions were the normal-Wishart distribution for the parameters of the normal distribution and the Dirichlet distribution for the rest of model parameters 15]. The prior strength 8 | interpreted as the amount of observed data required for the posterior to signi cantly di er from the prior | was determined empirically. A subjective measure of prior strength was used where a very weak prior was (almost) equivalent to a non-informative prior and a very strong prior (almost) corresponded to impulses at the initial parameter values. The Poisson duration parameters were estimated from the multinomial parameters using the system equation approach and the evidence accumulated to the Dirichlet prior parameters 21]. The rest of the model parameters | including the transition and mixture observation parameters | were estimated using the expressions given by Gauvain and Lee 18].
Speed of Convergence
In this experiment, the speed of convergence for the incremental training was compared with that of standard batch ML training. For both approaches, the tied-mixture parameters were initialized identically as described above. The recursive Bayes training started from a relatively weak prior and iterated the model estimation algorithm using a subset size of 20 randomly-selected utterances 9 . Figure 4 shows the log-likelihood (on the training set) and the recognition performance (on the test set) as a function of the amount of utterances processed. Unlike the conventional EM algorithm that guarantees monotone likelihood improvement, the recursive Bayes approach does not possess this nice property at each update. However, it is still possible to observe the global trend of the likelihood by computing the running average of the past values. Here, the past 175 likelihoods (approximately equivalent to the number of utterances processed by the batch training for one iteration) were averaged.
The log-likelihood curves in Figure 4 show that the batch ML training had not converged after 15 full passes while the recursive Bayes algorithm seemed to converge before processing ve full passes. The recognition performance is even more interesting. Performance of batch training reached 89.5% after six full passes (processing approximately 21,000 utterances); it remained at this level and then 8 Prior strength: In this experiment, initial prior parameters were derived from the su cient statistics accumulated from 3484 utterances (byproduct of conventional ML training in Section 4.1). The prior strength was decided by simply multiplying some factor to the accumulation. When 100% level of accumulation was used for the prior, the new training data didn't a ect the recursive Bayes parameter estimation very much; thus it was referred to as the strong prior. Similarly, the moderate, weak, and very weak priors were set approximately to the 10%, 1%, and 0.1% level of accumulation. gradually declined. The decline in performance was probably due to over tting the model to the data. On the other hand, the recursive Bayes algorithm stabilized after slightly more than one pass (processing about 4000 utterances) | a factor of ve faster than the batch algorithm | to an even higher level of performance. Because the overhead of the incremental processing is negligible when compared with the batch training, the reduction in the total number of utterances processed is directly re ected in the training time. The fact that the algorithm converges after 4000 utterances (i.e., 200 iterations) is not surprising because the prior/posterior terms in the MAP estimator become stronger and stronger with each update. As training progresses, each subsequent update has less of an e ect.
Improvement of Performance
In the second set of experiments, the recognition performance of recursive Bayes training was tested as a function of the subset size and the initial prior strength. Figure 5 (a) shows the performance for di erent numbers of randomly-selected utterances (between 1 and 500) in the subsets. For each subset size, the training started from a weak prior and the performances achieved after processing 2000, 4000, and 10,000 utterances were plotted. The best performance (90.4%) was obtained when the subset size was between 20 and 50. This represents an 8% reduction in the error rate from the batch ML training method. This approach is relatively robust as performance appears independent of subset size for those subsets with less than 50 utterances. However, the performance starts to degrade as the subset size grows beyond 100 utterances. Table 2 : This table shows the processing time for the rst 1000 utterances on a Sparc10-51 workstation for di erent numbers of utterances in the subsets.
In Figure 5 (b), the performance of the system for di erent initial prior strengths is shown. In all cases, a xed subset size of 20 was used. As can be seen from the gure, the choice of the prior parameter strength does seem to have an e ect on the performance, i.e., there exists some appropriate prior strength factor that most enhances the performance. Note that, when the initial prior is stronger, the result was less a ected by the subset size. The e ect of the prior strength may not be signi cant as more utterances are processed. Table 2 shows the CPU time required to process 1000 utterances for di erent subset sizes. The recursive Bayes training started from a relatively weak prior. The table shows a very slight increase in processing time as fewer utterances were processed per subset. The reason is that the parameter estimation computation (M-step) was insigni cant compared with the computation of the normal mixtures for each utterance (E-step). Thus, the processing time is nearly proportional to the total number of utterances and independent of the subset size (and, needless to say, independent of the prior strength). 
Processing Time

Variation: Non-Informative Prior
One variation of the recursive Bayes approach is to use a non-informative prior. This is similar to the incremental ML method 10 described in Section 2 in that both approaches estimate the model parameters solely from the data. The di erence is that the incremental ML maintains the relevant statistics for individual subsets separately and sums them when estimating the model parameters, while the recursive Bayes training with the non-informative prior accumulates them into the prior parameters. Table 3 shows the recognition performances after 4000 utterances for recursive Bayes training with a non-informative prior versus that with a weak prior. The non-informative prior implies a \zero" strength factor. For both approaches, not only were the model parameters initialized to identical values, but the same training method was also used. The di erence in the recognition rate after the training suggests the importance of prior parameters. It is hypothesized that the prior acts to keep the early models from over tting the initial subset data. 10 Naming of the approach | either incremental ML or recursive Bayes | is a matter of convention. In fact, Neal and Hinton 5], Jordan and Jacobs 10] referred to this (i.e., the recursive Bayes approach with the non-informative prior) as a modi ed incremental ML method.
Summary and Discussion
This paper has presented two approaches (utilizing the ML and the MAP criterion) to incremental estimation of HMM parameters. Both approaches process only a small subset of the training data at each iteration which leads to frequent updating of the model parameters. Experimental results have shown that the approaches substantially reduce the HMM training time without sacri cing recognition performance. Speci cally, for recursive Bayes training of a continuous density HMM, it was found that the approach also improved the recognition performance over conventional ML. A possible reason for the performance improvement may be due to accumulation of the priors for infrequently observed events. This may provide a smoothing of the parameter estimates which reduces the e ect of over tting.
It was found that the existence of the prior (and, as a consequence, the use of MAP estimation) is an important factor when the HMM parameters are estimated frequently from a very small amount of data. Even a very weak prior works far better than does the non-informative prior case. Intuitively, the prior must be strong enough to keep the model from over tting the data at the early stages of training. However, the prior must be weak enough so that the data can be e ectively modeled at later stages of training.
Pros and Cons for the Incremental Algorithms
The two incremental algorithms share similar concepts in many respects and, thus, result in similar performance. However, there exists a clear di erence in handling the observed information. Speci cally, the incremental ML algorithm maintains the relevant statistics from the individual subsets separately (physically in separate memory blocks), while the recursive Bayes accumulates them into the prior parameters. This di erence characterizes one approach from the other in the following manner;
The incremental ML estimation approach has a solid theoretical foundation that extends the standard EM algorithm. An important consequence is that the monotone likelihood improvement still holds for this variant and stable convergence is guaranteed. On the other hand, the incremental MAP algorithm used for experiments in Section 4 is slightly ad-hoc because it is, in fact, the recursive Bayes approach integrated into the iterative EM algorithm.
No theoretical proof has been given for convergence, but the empirical results indicate that it always converges to a useful solution. One possible drawback for incremental ML is that this approach may cause a storage problem because it maintains the statistics separately for individual subsets. This is especially true for the case where the number of model parameters and/or the number of subsets is very large. As a consequence, an experiment with more than 30 subsets was not performed, although it was expected that further speed improvements were possible. On the other hand, recursive Bayes keeps the information as the prior parameters (i.e., one place) and utilizes a xed amount of storage regardless of subset size. Continuous density HMM training by the ML method tended to over t to the training data. Because convergence of the log-likelihood was not very apparent, it was di cult to determine an appropriate stopping condition for the training. On the other hand, the log-likelihood by the recursive Bayes approach showed clear convergence due to the increasing amount of information in the prior parameters. Furthermore, the recognition performance reached an even higher level than the standard batch version.
Thus far, the comparison seems to indicate that the recursive Bayes estimation approach is more attractive than its incremental ML counterpart. It does not su er from storage problem and its slightly weak theoretical underpinning does not seem to cause any trouble. It even leads to improved performance. However, it is not a panacea either: Unlike the ML method, MAP estimation requires a prior pdf when the training begins. It was found that the performance of the recursive Bayes approach was greatly dependent on the choice of prior | which is often very di cult to make and is probably a task-dependent issue. If a reasonable method is known for preparing the prior (as in the tied-mixture HMM training case), then incremental MAP (or recursive Bayes) is certainly the choice over the ML algorithm. On the other hand, if there is no clear scheme for generating the prior, then the incremental ML method provides an alternative solution without requiring a prior that, nevertheless, can achieve far more e cient training than does standard batch training.
